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ADBI News 39: Sun Rises on T20 Japan, SME
Finance Opening, Obesity Crisis Grows

VIDEO
 WATCH: T20 Japan 2019 to Promote G20 Policy Innovation

The Think20 is convening in Japan under its 2019 G20 presidency. T20 Japan Chair and Asian
Development Bank Institute Dean Naoyuki Yoshino explains how the world’s leading think
tanks will help G20 Leaders address pressing global challenges and deliver more inclusive,
sustainable growth for all.

Read more about T20 Japan 2019

WORKING PAPERS

READ: The Role of SMEs in Asia and Their Difficulties in
Accessing Finance

Small and medium-sized enterprises account for 96% of all businesses and two out of three
private sector jobs in Asia but face financing access challenges that hinder the growth of the
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sector and the region’s economies. This study details ways to ease lending to SMEs in bank-
dominant Asian countries where capital market financing is out of reach.

Read more and download the working paper

READ: Services Policies and Manufacturing Exports

Discriminatory barriers to services trade have a significant negative effect on manufacturing
exports, according to this examination of the direct effects of services policies on domestic
manufacturers. It also reveals that easing services trade restrictions could bolster
manufacturing sector development far more than tariff reductions.

Read more and download the working paper

More working papers

PODCAST
 LISTEN: In Richer Economies, the Poor are More at Risk of

Becoming Obese than the More Affluent

Economic development in Asia is also contributing to growing numbers of obese people. Asian
Development Bank economist Matthias Helble and University of York PhD student Toshiaki
Aizawa discuss the consequences, drawing upon their book Overweight and Obesity in Asia

and the Pacific: Trends, Costs, and Policies for Better Health.

Listen to the podcast here

More episodes

POLICY BRIEF
 READ: Institutional Mechanisms for Sustainable Sanitation:

Learning from Successful Case Studies

Sanitation in Asia continues to improve but growth in access to safely managed sanitation
services is still slow and is the main pollution threat to public water bodies, particularly in
urban areas of the region’s developing countries. This policy brief spotlights wastewater
management solutions that offer a path towards a cleaner, healthier future.

Read more

More policy briefs
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BLOG
 READ: Sectoral Labor Income Share Dynamics: Cross-

Country Evidence from a New Dataset

Many countries aim to improve people’s lives by increasing labor income share but policy
action can lead to changes in opposite directions for the labor income shares of different
sectors. Sectoral analysis of labor income share can help governments avoid these outcomes,
say Asian Pathways contributors Yoko Oishi and Saumik Paul.

Read more

More from Asia Pathways, the ADBI blog

Want to contribute?

CALL FOR PAPERS

SUBMIT: Energy Efficiency Financing and Market-Based
Instruments 

 Deadline for extended abstract: 31 January 2019

SUBMIT: Asia and the Pacific Economies 
 Deadline for abstracts: 20 February 2019 

 Deadline for full draft: 20 March 2019

More calls for papers

UPCOMING EVENT
 JOIN: 9th ADBI-OECD-ILO Roundtable on Labor Migration

in Asia – Innovative Approaches for the Effective
Management of Labor Migration in Asia

Asia continues to dominate international migration flows, accounting for over 40% of all
migrants globally in recent years. This joint roundtable will flesh out innovative approaches to
labor migration challenges and contribute to the design of well-functioning migration
governance structures.

Read more

More events
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 The views expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the
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Asian Development Bank Institute or the Asian Development Bank. Materials may be
reprinted with credit given to ADBI News.

To send comments or subscribe for free, e-mail adbinews@adbi.org; fax a message to +81-
3-3593-5571; or write to ADBI News, Kasumigaseki Building 8F, 3-2-5 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-6008, Japan.
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